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I Never Saw a Moor

Yet know I how the hea-ther looks, and what a wave must
be.

I ne-ver spoke with God, Nor

must be.

I ne-ver spoke, Nor

waves must be.

I ne-ver spoke, Nor
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vi-si-ted in hea-ven
Yet cer-tain am I of the spot
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vi-si-ted in hea-ven
Yet cer-tain am I of the spot
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vi-si-ted in hea-ven
Yet cer-tain am I of the spot
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vi-si-ted in hea-ven
am i of the spot
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God, Nor visited in heaven Yet certain am I of the spot

spoke with God, Nor visited in heaven Yet certain am I of the spot

Never spoke, Nor visited in heaven Yet certain am

Nor of the spot Nor of the spot Nor of the spot

As if the chart were given

As if the chart were given

As if the chart were given

I of the spot As if the chart were given

I of the spot

I of the spot

i of the spot
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\[
\sum_{n} \sum_{\Omega} \sigma_{p} \otimes \pi_{j} \neq \bar{I} \quad \text{Neve}-\text{ver saw a Moor.} \\
\sum_{n} \sum_{\Omega} \sigma_{p} \otimes \pi_{j} \neq \bar{I} \quad \text{Neve}-\text{ver saw the sea}
\]
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Yet know I how the heather looks,
And what a wave

Yet know I how the heather looks
And what a wave

Yet know I how the heather looks
And what a wave

Yet know I how the heather looks
And what a wave

wave must be

wave must be

wave must be

wave must be
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